Whoa. I have a shuitar. Now what?
You have a new kind of drum set and a professional
instrument. It is fun if you practice. It is quicker to pick up
than drum set, but give it a minute.
((STRINGS – Four thick strings for tapping with the
right thumb are ready to play. Tuning optional to alter
the tightness of the tapping sound. Think hi hat. Move
velcro strap down the neck to adjust string height
(volume). Tune the thin string and pluck for tones.
Bend it. Tap it. Experiment. Think berimbau.

((BASS DRUM – Gray rectangle for the right hand.
Don’t be gentle—follow through with all fingers
for a full sound. Mic the shuitar 4-8” away from
the hole using a bass amp or PA for a big sound.
Foam inside makes it tight. For LOUD PA systems,
fold foam in half inside to block bottom of chamber.
Remove foam for a more open, acoustic sound.

((SIDE PAD – The sweet spot for the backbeat is
in the middle of the pad on the left side of the
shuitar. Stored on the end of the neck strap clip
are two brass rings. Fit one of these on the left
middle or ring finger. Wrap a strip of tape to fit if
needed. If both happen to fit, wear two rings for
a fatter left hand flam sound. One is plenty!

((FRETBOARD – Scratch the frets like a washboard
or guiro. (There is a world of technique for both).
Stored on the headstock is a scratch ring. Insert
index finger of right hand into the ring. Scratching
nub points down, on the palm side. Two support
posts touch top and bottom of middle finger.
Also tap the two pads on the shuitar top.
Great for flams or fills along with left hand ring.

((JINGLE STICK – Hit with the left thumb.
Think open hi-hat or crash. Fattens the backbeat
if needed, plays off-beats / accents. Play rolls.
Spin the jingles. Invent something else!

((ACCENT JINGLE (The Rix Jingle) – For ghosting,
accents, or spinning. Tighten screw to adjust volume.

Basic Playing Positions

(standing or sitting)

Adapt beats / techniques from any percussion instrument. Create new techniques. Post on Facebook.com/Shuitar

POSITION 1 Drum set beats. (The four limbs.)
right fingers = bass drum (think right foot)
right thumb = hi-hat (think right hand)
left fingers = snare (think left hand)
left thumb = open hi-hat (think left foot)

POSITION 2 Two-hand hi-hat / brushes, etc.
With the left hand on the neck, tap strings with
two hands. Play backbeats and accents with the
ring on the fretboard. Tap and bend the thin
string. Use the heal of the left hand on jingle stick.

POSITION 3 - Guiro / washboard sounds.
Play the right hand scratch ring down the
fretboard. Left hand plays bass drum sounds.
Use the left hand ring on the body or bridge.
Left thumb to taps strings.

POSITION 4 - Tom fills / frame drum sounds.
Use fingertips and rings on the shuitar top for
different timbres. Frame drum, tambourine and
tabla techniques are effective. Move hands down
the instrument for different range.

